
This report looks at the following areas:

•• How the rising cost of living will impact the recovery of the travel market.
•• Trends in bookings and intentions to book holidays.
•• Timing of bookings and holiday booking channels.
•• Purchase drivers when choosing a travel company.
•• Desired online booking features and online search preferences.
•• Consumers’ perceptions of seven key players in the holiday market.

Although the lifting of restrictions has boosted confidence in bookings, in June
2022 half of travellers still booked their holidays closer to departure than they
did before the outbreak. Bad experiences with refunds seem to have impacted
the booking cycle. 74% of travellers who have had a bad experience with
receiving a refund say they now book their holidays closer to the departure
date, compared to 43% who did not have a bad refund experience.

Amid the increased cost of living, value for money has become an increasingly
important factor in purchase decisions. Brands targeting less affluent travellers
should help these consumers mitigate the impact of rising prices and stick to a
budget, while brands targeting the premium sector or offering packages need
to demonstrate the quality of their products to prove that they are worth
paying for.

Rising inflation will impact the recovery of the holiday market as many travellers
will change their holidaying habits, for instance by going away less often or
downgrading to cheaper options. Aside from these macroeconomic
challenges, the potential emergence of vaccine-resistant COVID-19 variants
continues to pose a big threat to the holiday market.

Several brands have used AI-powered technology to make their search
technology more flexible and their content more personalised. The next stage
will see more brands offering new types of online experiences powered by AR
and VR. An opportunity in this area includes offering all-round (360-degree)
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"Over the past year, several
brands have used AI-powered
technology to make their
search technology more
flexible and their content
more personalised. Since ease
of booking has a major
impact on consumers’
decisions, these brands will be
more likely to have higher
conversion rates."
- Marloes de Vries, Associate
Director – Travel, August
2022
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virtual tours of accommodation, which is the third most desired online booking
feature by travellers.
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• Key issues covered in this Report
• Market context
• Products covered in this Report

• The five-year outlook for the UK travel market
Figure 1: Category outlook, 2022-27

• The market
• 2022 will be a much stronger year for the travel industry but

still presents challenges
• Value of the overseas holiday market expected to exceed

pre-COVID-19 levels in 2024
Figure 2: Forecast value* of overseas holidays taken by UK
residents at current prices, 2017-27

• Value of the domestic market expected to remain above
pre-COVID-19 levels
Figure 3: Forecast value* of domestic holidays taken by British
residents, at current prices, 2017-27

• Consumer spending power will be curbed
• Booking intentions show a declining trend
• The impact of inflation will not be felt evenly…
• …meaning that lockdown savings still present an

opportunity
• Value increasingly important in the holiday planning and

booking process
• Companies and brands
• eDreams ODIGEO improved personalisation through the use

of AI-powered technology
• Visitors can make bookings for hotel Riu Plaza España in the

metaverse
• Booking.com’s Travel Proud programme makes the planning

process easier for LGBTQ+ travellers
• Airbnb launches campaign to promote its new way to

search
• The consumer
• Trust in booking overseas holidays has increased

Figure 4: Booking period for main holiday, by destination,
2022

• …but booking patterns have changed
• Increased interest in smartphone bookings

Figure 5: Booking channel for main holiday, 2021 vs 2022
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• Hunger for travel expertise
• Ease of booking has a major impact on booking decisions

Figure 6: Factors influencing choice of travel company, 2022
• Flexible booking calendar is a must on travel company

websites
Figure 7: Desired booking features on a travel booking app
or website, 2022

• Search preferences of younger consumers are much more
diversified
Figure 8: Preferred search options on a travel company’s
website, by age, 2022

• Older consumers are less likely to change travel plans as a
result of inflation
Figure 9: Attitudes towards the influence of rising cost of living
on holiday plans, by demographics, 2022

• Families will appreciate initiatives that make holidays more
financially viable

• Social media’s shift towards video content
Figure 10: Attitudes towards booking holidays, 2022

• Environmental awareness has increased

• Value – an increasingly important factor in purchase
decisions

• Brands have taken significant steps to make search
technology more flexible and content more personalised

• AR and VR: the next phase
• Madrid launches an assisted 360º virtual tourist service
• Riu Plaza España opens in the metaverse

• Domestic market leads recovery following sharp declines
triggered by COVID-19

• 2022 will be a much stronger year for the travel industry but
still presents challenges

• A rise in the average cost per trip should see market value
recover at a faster pace
Figure 11: Volume and value of domestic holidays taken by
British residents, 2015-22
Figure 12: Volume and value* of overseas holidays taken by
UK residents, 2015-22

• The five-year outlook for the UK travel market

ISSUES AND INSIGHTS

MARKET SIZE AND PERFORMANCE

MARKET FORECAST
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Figure 13: Category outlook, 2022-27
• Value of the holiday market expected to exceed pre-

COVID-19 levels in 2024
Figure 14: Forecast volume of domestic holidays taken by
British residents, 2017-27*
Figure 15: Forecast value* of domestic holidays taken by
British residents, at current prices, 2017-27
Figure 16: Forecast volume of overseas holidays taken by UK
residents at current prices, 2017-27
Figure 17: Forecast value* of overseas holidays taken by UK
residents at current prices, 2017-27

• Learnings from the last income squeeze
• Forecast methodology

• Inflation expected to rise further in Q4 2022
• Holiday market still benefitting from consumers’ desire to

get away…
Figure 18: Holiday bookings in the last three months, 2016-22

• …but consumer spending power will be curbed
Figure 19: The Financial Confidence Index, 2015-22

• Booking intentions show a declining trend
Figure 20: Plans to book a holiday in the next three months,
2016-22

• The impact of inflation will not be felt evenly…
• …meaning that lockdown savings still present an

opportunity
• Value increasingly important in the holiday planning and

booking process
• Staff shortages impact recovery of the travel market
• Digital trends
• Nearly a quarter of consumers have a smartphone on a 5G

contract
• Nearly a quarter of consumers are somewhat or very

positive about the metaverse

• Connecting travellers with more relevant content
• eDreams ODIGEO improved personalisation through the use

of AI-powered technology
• InterLnkd connects holiday bookings with the fashion,

beauty and retail industries
• Making it easier to plan multi-centre holidays

MARKET DRIVERS

LAUNCH ACTIVITY AND INNOVATION
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• Airbnb launches Split Stays in response to rising demand for
longer stays

• Breeze by Kuoni offers a selection of itineraries which can
be customised and booked online

• Luxtripper’s technology makes it easier to build complex
itineraries online

• Innovations that make travel more inclusive
• Booking.com’s Travel Proud programme makes the planning

process easier for LGBTQ+ travellers
• Nok Air introduces Pet on Board service on selected

domestic flights
• More travel brands want to be seen in the metaverse
• Visitors can make bookings for hotel Riu Plaza España in the

metaverse
• Hội An collaborates with Bizverse to promote its destination

on the metaverse platform

• Above-the-line spend by travel and transport providers is
recovering
Figure 21: Total above-the line, online display and direct mail
advertising expenditure on ads by travel and transport
providers, 2016-21

• Airbnb launches campaign to promote its new way to
search
Figure 22: Top 15 above-the line, online display and direct
mail advertising expenditure on ads by travel and transport
providers, 2019-21

• Nielsen Ad Intel coverage

• Brand map
Figure 23: Attitudes towards and usage of selected brands,
2022

• Key brand metrics
Figure 24: Key metrics for selected brands, 2022

• Brand attitudes: easyJet holidays is seen as a brand that
offers good value
Figure 25: Attitudes, by brand, 2022

• Brand personality: TUI, Jet2holidays and On the Beach are
most closely associated with fun
Figure 26: Brand personality – macro image, 2022

ADVERTISING AND MARKETING ACTIVITY

BRAND RESEARCH
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• Tripadvisor and Booking.com seen as efficient and
functional
Figure 27: Brand personality – micro image, 2022

• Brand analysis
• TUI has a good reputation but some associate it with being

expensive
• Jet2holidays continues to excel in its customer experience
• easyJet holidays closely associated with offering good

value, but customer rating lags behind
• On the Beach increased its brand awareness
• Tripadvisor has a relatively unique place in the market
• Booking.com has a strong brand image but its value

perceptions are under pressure
• Expedia challenged to improve its customer experience

levels

• Demand for staycations has remained high…
• …but appetite to spend main holiday overseas is recovering

Figure 28: Destinations visited vs intentions to visit for main
holiday, 2020-2022

• Domestic travellers continue to show greater interest in
beach and touring holidays…

• …while camping and caravanning holidays will likely
benefit from their affordable image
Figure 29: Holiday types for ‘main holiday’ in the UK,
participation vs intentions, 2020-22

• Beach holidays and luxury travel remain in high demand
among overseas travellers
Figure 30: Holiday types for ‘main holidays’ abroad,
participation vs intentions, 2020-22

• Trust in booking overseas holidays has increased
Figure 31: Booking period for main holiday, by destination,
2022

• …but booking patterns have changed
• Those who have had a bad refund experience are more

likely to book late
Figure 32: Attitudes towards booking closer to departure, by
age and refund experience, 2022

• Increased interest in smartphone bookings

MAIN HOLIDAYING INTENTIONS

BOOKING PERIOD

HOLIDAY BOOKING CHANNELS
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Figure 33: Booking channel for main holiday, 2021 vs 2022
• Younger consumers are very comfortable making high-

value purchases on smartphones
Figure 34: Booking channel for main holiday, by age, 2022

• Hunger for travel expertise
• Luxury holidays and group holidays/escorted tours most

likely to be booked in person
Figure 35: Booking channel for main holiday, by holiday type,
2022

• Ease of booking has a major impact on booking decisions
Figure 36: Factors influencing choice of travel company,
2022

• Flexible booking policies have become less of a priority…
• … but some consumers remain wary

Figure 37: Factors influencing choice of travel company, by
age, 2022

• Flexible booking calendar a must on travel company
websites
Figure 38: Desired booking features on a travel booking app
or website, 2022

• Many travellers would like to see personalised reviews
• Offering virtual tours in the planning and booking process

can help brands stand out
• Madrid launches an assisted 360º virtual tourist service,

while Riu Plaza España opens in the metaverse

• Destination, type of holiday and accommodation lead the
search process…
Figure 39: Preferred search options on a travel company’s
website, 2022

• …but search preferences of younger consumers are much
more diversified

• Airbnb has made it easier for travellers to find a home that
matches their unique preferences
Figure 40: Preferred search options on a travel company’s
website, by age, 2022

PURCHASE DRIVERS WHEN CHOOSING A TRAVEL COMPANY

DESIRED ONLINE BOOKING FEATURES

ONLINE SEARCH PREFERENCES
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• Older consumers are less likely to change travel plans as a
result of inflation
Figure 41: Attitudes towards the influence of rising cost of
living on holiday plans, by demographics, 2022

• Families will appreciate initiatives that make holidays more
financially viable
Figure 42: Attitudes towards the influence of rising cost of
living on holiday plans – CHAID analysis, 2022

• Social media’s shift towards video content
Figure 43: Attitudes towards booking holidays, 2022

• Environmental awareness has increased
• The environment is not a leading decision-maker…
• …but transparency would be appreciated
• Sustainable holidays are strongly associated with being

expensive

• Abbreviations
• Consumer research methodology
• CHAID methodology

Figure 44: Holiday planning and booking process – CHAID –
table output, 2022

• Volume forecast and prediction intervals for total holidays
Figure 45: Lower-bound, central and upper-bound forecast
for the total volume of holidays (domestic* and overseas)
taken by UK residents, 2022-27

• Value forecast and prediction intervals for total holidays
Figure 46: Lower-bound, central and upper-bound forecast
for the total value* of holidays (domestic** and overseas)
taken by UK residents, 2022-27

• Volume forecast and prediction intervals for domestic
holidays
Figure 47: Lower-bound, central and upper-bound forecast
for the volume of domestic holidays taken by British residents,
2022-27

• Value forecast and prediction intervals for domestic
holidays

ATTITUDES TOWARDS THE RISING COST OF LIVING

ATTITUDES TOWARDS BOOKING HOLIDAYS

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES, ABBREVIATIONS AND
SUPPORTING INFORMATION

APPENDIX: FORECAST METHODOLOGY
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Figure 48: Lower-bound, central and upper-bound forecast
for the value of domestic holidays taken by British residents,
2022-27

• Volume forecast and prediction intervals for overseas
holidays
Figure 49: Lower-bound, central and upper-bound forecast
for the volume of overseas holidays taken by UK residents,
2022-27

• Value forecast and prediction intervals for overseas
holidays
Figure 50: Lower-bound, central and upper-bound forecast
for the value* of overseas holidays taken by UK residents,
2022-27

• Value forecast domestic and overseas holidays at constant
prices
Figure 51: Value of domestic holidays taken by British residents
at 2022 prices, 2022-27
Figure 52: Value* of overseas holidays taken by UK residents
at 2022 prices, 2022-27

• Market drivers and assumptions
• Forecast methodology
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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